To accommodate highly-mixed variable-volume assembly production, a human-robot cooperative production line utilizing a robotic cell is promising. A robotic cell is equipped with an industrial robot of which motion plans can be switched depending on the product variation. The motion plans should be switched quickly as possible on the demand from market, but the planning is one of the time-consuming tasks. This study aims to develop an automatic planning method for assembly motion using the geometric constraint conditions on 3D CAD data of the products. It was found that reduction of planning work-time by 61% can be achieved compared with the manual planning method.
Conceptual diagram of teaching work. It is necessary to stop the manufacturing line for teaching motion points of robot by conventional teaching playback method. In addition, accuracy of robot motion depends on skill level of teaching worker. Off-line teaching method can teach motion points without stopping the manufacturing line. But this method spends time for teaching motion points little less than conventional method. In this study, we developed an assembly motion automatic planning method which can reduce teaching time by motion point auto calculation from information of the parts position and the geometric constraint in 3D CAD product data. Fig. 2 Structure of a robotic cell. It consists of a frame, a robot, an assembly bench, part supply benches, and end-effector supply benches. To assembly a part, the robot moves sequentially to load an end-effector, to pick a part, and then assemble it on a product base. Fig. 3 Teaching points for assembly. Assembly motion needs three positioning steps: start point, via point, and end point. The paths for loading end-effector, picking part and assembling part should be also specified. Sample product model which consists of some parts and some screws. The parts are inserted to the base part or fastened to the base part by the screws. In 3D CAD model, the part have some constraints. One is planar constraints in sides and bottom surface including the assembling its direction and location. On the other hand, screws and fastening part have cylindrical axis and planar constraint, cylindrical constraint, including its direction and location. Fig. 8 Calculation of the escape distance for the start point. For cylindrical parts, insert distance L is calculated as the distance between the surface faf and the point vaf projected onto disassembly direction UC. The surface faf is one of the surfaces in bounding box of the assembling part which is the opposite side of UC. Point vaf is on the surface fac that contact with the assembled part, which is located at the farthest from the surface faf. For planar part, insert distance L is calculated as the distance between The point Pbf and a point vbf projected onto the disassembly direction UP. The point Pbf is on the surface fbf is one of the bounding box surfaces of the assembled part. The point vbf is on the surface fbc, one of the constraint surface, is located at the farthest from the surface fbf. The distance between via point to start point conforms the sum of insert distance L and the margin γ. Fig. 9 Calculation of the escape distance for the end point. For the grasping type end-effector, the overlap distance δ is shown as the distance between the point Phf and the point Pcf projected onto disassembly direction U. The point Phf is on the surface fhf, one of the bounding box surfaces of the end-effector that is the opposite side of the disassembly direction U. The point Pcf is on the surface fcf, one of the bounding box surfaces of the part that is forward side of the disassembly direction U. For the suction type end-effector, the overlap distance δ is zero. Fig. 11 Verification of the calculation for the assembly direction and the start point. At the screw, vector ncs is calculated from vector nc, which is normal to constraint surface fc. Vector ncs conforms disassembly direction Uc. Insert distance is 5.8mm calculated from point vaf to point Paf. Point vaf is on the constraint surface fac. Point Paf is on the surface faf which is included the surfaces in the bounding box, and vector from Paf to vaf is normal to surface faf. At the connector, vector nk is calculated from vectors nl, nm, nn. Each vectors are normal to surfaces which contact with assembled part. Vector nk conforms disassembly direction Up. Insert distance is 15mm calculated from point vbf to point Pbf. Point vbf is on the constraint surface fbc. Point Pbf is on the surface fbf included in the bounding box, and vector from Pbf to vbf is normal to surface fbf. Fig. 10 Flow chart of the developed motion point automatic calculation system. Input data are two type of assembly models. One of the type is an equipment model that includes product model on the assembly bench. Other type is some endeffector models those include a part allocated grasp/suction position. Assembly models are converted to STL format, and relation define between parts and end-effectors. The system calculates motion points then output start point, via point, and end point for each parts. With the manual method, it took 50 hours to motion point teach by a beginner worker. In addition, it occured assembly failure in the motion check. So it also took 5 hours to re-teach by a beginner worker. By a master worker, it took 37.5 hours to motion point teaching. It was not necessary to re-teach. With the conventional method, it took 7 hours to assemble model, 4.5 hours to code the robot programs, and 20 hours to motion point teach by manual. It was necessary to align the position due to difference between calculated position and actual position. It took 7.5 hours.
With the developed method, it took same 7 hours to assemble the model and 4.5 hours to code the robot programs manually, but after that it took only 1 minutes to calculate motion points automatically. Same as the conventional method, it took 7.5 hours to position align. The developed method reduces the planning work by 50% compared with the manual method by a master worker.
